PERFECT POLISH
DUNLOP PERFECT POLISH is an easily applied (by mop)
polish which produces a durable high quality shine in 2-3 coats.
DIRECTIONS
1. Prior to first application of polish, clean the floor
using DUNLOP POLISH PREP ensuring to follow all
procedures and directions as per label.
2. Pick up all remaining residue with a neutral detergent
and rinse with clean water. After the surface is dry
and has been swept, the surface is ready to be
polished.
3. Always test a small inconspicuous area of floor first
before applying to the whole floor.
4. Wet the mop or applicator with undiluted DUNLOP
PERFECT POLISH until damp. Apply polish to floor in
straight lines approximately 5cm wide and
immediately spread evenly over floor using mop or
polish applicator. (DO NOT ALLOW TO DRY
UNSPREAD ON THE FLOOR) Allow 20-30 minutes
drying time between coats. (This may vary depending
on airflow and drying conditions. Polish may take up
to 60 minutes to dry.)
5. Apply further 1-2 coats of DUNLOP PERFECT POLISH,
ensuring the surface is dry and not tacky before
applying additional coats.

SPILLS
Hose and wash area with large amounts of water. The
use of Personal Protective Equipment is recommended.
FIRST AID
For advice, contact a Poisons Information Centre (Phone
Australia 131 126; New Zealand 0800 746 766) or a
doctor. If swallowed do NOT induce vomiting. If in eyes,
hold eyelids apart and flush the eye continuously with
running water. Continue flushing until advised to stop
by the Poisons Information Centre or a doctor, or for at
least 15 minutes. If skin contact occurs, remove
contaminated clothing and flush skin and hair with
running water. MSDS available at www.dunlopdiy.com
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NOTE
Further coats will enhance gloss levels. Gloss levels may
vary depending on flooring substrate and application
conditions. Do not apply when floor temperature is lower
than 10°C.
HEAVY DUTY CLEANER REMOVES
EXISTING COATINGS PRIOR TO POLISH
EASY APPLICATION
CLEAN AND PREPARE UP TO 75M2

HIGH SHINE, LONG LASTING POLISH
TIMBER, VINYL, LAMINATE FLOORS
EASY APPLICATION, EVEN FINISH
POLISH UP TO 80M2

PROTECT

Call Dunlop Toll Free Hotline prior to the use of
DUNLOP PERFECT POLISH on unsealed natural stone. If
in doubt, always test the product in an inconspicuous
area prior to first use.

POLISH

MAINTENANCE
Sweep or vacuum floor regularly and mop floor with
neutral detergent. Use DUNLOP REVIVE & SHINE to
provide extra wear, durability, and to increase slip
resistance and shine. DUNLOP PERFECT POLISH can be
periodically recoated to restore gloss and repair fine
scratches or other damage. Ensure the floor is clean and
swept thoroughly prior to recoating with additional
polish.

PREPARE

COVERAGE
Polish up to 80m2 per litre, per coat (varies depending on
substrate and use).

REVIVE POLISHED FLOORS
TIMBER, VINYL, LAMINATE FLOORS
USE MONTHLY FOR BEST RESULTS

